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Providing an overview of the process of e-inclusion for older people and addressing the ethical,
social and legal aspects of the process, this book is suitable for researchers, policy-makers,
organisations and companies, as well as for those with an interest in the identification and
promotion of good practice within an ageing society.
This book presents an entirely new approach to knowledge, creativity and social organisation.
The first part of the book provides a trenchant critique of current globalisation, of multinational
corporations, the WTO, and intellectual property rights. The rest of the book outlines an
alternative globalisation based on inclusion, democratic participation, and equality. The role of
the universities in this process is given special attention. The alternative globalisation is still
based on the market economy but not necessarily one in which the sole objective of the
corporations is to maximise profits. The book is a must-read for all economists, including those
who are satisfied with the current state of the subject. The analyses of this volume of
outstanding papers edited by Sacchetti and Sugden are fresh, sober and entirely convincing.
Ajit Singh, University of Cambridge, UK It is arguable that at the root of the current global crisis
lies the ferocious attack on critical thinking indeed freedom of thought that has taken place
over the past 30 years or so. The editors of this volume are among the minority voices that
kept thinking outside the box and voicing their views during this period. Their present volume
offers fascinating readings on diverse issues ranging from uneven development, through
university and art management, to motivation, capabilities and democratic governance, as they
relate to knowledge and learning. It is hoped that the book will receive the attention it deserves
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and that more such voices will now be raised and heard. Christos Pitelis, University of
Cambridge, UK While the relevance of knowledge in economic development represents a
consolidated result, this volume takes some important steps forward in new directions. Highly
valuable is the attempt to integrate the study of knowledge production, with its potential for
improved creativity, whose expression is now dependent on the social structure and is not
merely exogenous any more. The focus on heterodox approaches and on non-traditional
organisational and proprietary forms is particularly coherent with both the theoretical premises
of the volume and the expected evolution of economies. Carlo Borzaga, University of Trento,
Italy This is a collection of essays which escapes the confines of mainstream economics,
raising fundamental questions of the role of academics in policy making. It requires the reader
to imagine different worlds to think beyond present realities; a book striving to deal with
important issues, not sliding over them to make cheap points. A scholarly work; demanding, in
places difficult, but worth persevering with. Should be read by everyone interested in a different
way forward for economic development in a global world. Keith Cowling, University of Warwick,
UK This innovative book offers a critical perspective on the state of the current global
economy, making sense of knowledge-related issues by critically assessing existing
institutional choices, as well as pointing to new ways forward. The pioneering chapters
reposition knowledge in a number of economic debates including regional development,
property rights, social enterprises, corporate governance, the management of universities, and
the role of creative activities. They explore the possibility of an institutional dynamism that
impacts not only on the characteristics of localities and their place in a hierarchical and ordered
system of relationships, but on the nature of the system itself. Conclusions point at the
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individual and collective dimensions of the knowledge discovery process, suggesting a
renewed approach to the assessment of economic choices. This insightful book offers an
original perspective on knowledge-related issues and constitutes a valuable read for
academics and postgraduate students in international business and economic
competitiveness, as well practitioners and policymakers who are interested in alternative
analyses and methods for economic develop
At the end of the 1997-1998 academic year, Professor Karel Dobbelaere was awarded
emeritus status by the Catholic University of Leuven. For four decades, he contributed and
gave shape to academic sociology in Flanders. During this period, he showed students how to
find their way into general sociology and sociological research at the Catholic University of
Leuven and the University of Antwerp. At the same time, he brought the sociology of religion in
Flanders to maturity. With indefatigable dedication, he defended the autonomy and the
necessity of a scientific, empirical study of churches, denominations, sects, and religious
beliefs from a sociological perspective. Karel Dobbelaere managed to reconcile harmoniously
a permanent presence in Flemish sociology with an international scientific career. He enjoys
great recognition within the world community of sociologists of religion and within its
representative organization, the Soci.
A major representative of the German sociological tradition, Georg Simmel (1858-1918) has
influenced social thinkers ranging from the Chicago School to Walter Benjamin. His magnum
opus, The Philosophy of Money, published in 1900, is nevertheless a difficult book that has
daunted many would-be readers. Gianfranco Poggi makes this important work accessible to a
broader range of scholars and students, offering a compact and systematically organized
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presentation of its main arguments. Simmel's insights about money are as valid today as they
were a hundred years ago. Poggi provides a sort of reader's manual to Simmel's work,
deepening the reader's understanding of money while at the same time offering a new
appreciation of the originality of Simmel's social theory.
Why does trust collapse in times of crisis? And when, instead, does it become a driver of
growth, generating value? Through a sociological interpretation of the thought of John Maynard
Keynes, Padua introduces the innovative concepts of Economy of Trust and Nominal Economy
within the context of the 2008 financial crisis.

PER LA PRIMA VOLTA LA PSICHIATRIA SI OCCUPA DEL DENARO. E
ARRIVA AL CUORE E ALLA MENTE DELL'UOMO DEL NOSTRO TEMPO. Il
denaro sul "lettino" dello psichiatra: un personaggio capace di riempire la testa
dell'uomo come in una possessione che cancella ogni identità e ogni norma di
comportamento civile. Il denaro nell'analisi di uno psichiatra e non di un
economista, dunque di chi si occupa di salute della mente e non di tecniche per
garantire il benessere economico dell'individuo e dell'intera comunità. E in questa
invasione di campo si scopre che il denaro è fonte di malattia. Per chi è povero
ma anche per chi ha i forzieri pieni. Vite che ruotano intorno ai soldi, al desiderio
di possederli, alla paura di perderli: l'ossessione, la dipendenza, l'angoscia, il
lutto si finisce per ridurre una società al denaro come misura del valore non solo
delle cose, ma della stessa persona. L'uomo a una sola dimensione. Nella follia
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da denaro si corre il rischio di sostituire le banconote agli affetti, che assumono
un prezzo in euro. In questa situazione emerge un bisogno di felicità che non è
direttamente legato a stati di ricchezza o povertà. Non si tratta di una strategia
consolatoria in un momento di crisi dell'economia nazionale e mondiale, ma di un
modo per ritrovare il significato della vita e delle relazioni interpersonali. Lo
psichiatra è Vittorino Andreoli che come sempre sa diagnosticare i mali dell'uomo
e dei gruppi sociali, e lo fa non per sviluppare teorie ma per insegnare a vivere
meglio. In questo caso la sua analisi illuminante conduce il lettore attraverso un
percorso che tocca, anche nella loro dimensione patologica, tutti gli aspetti del
nostro comportamento.
In Culture, Modernity and Revolution a group of distinguished sociologists and
social philosophers reflect upon the major concerns of Zygmunt Bauman. Their
essays not only honour the man, but provide important contributions to the three
interlinked themes that could be said to form the guiding threads of Bauman's life
work: power, culture and modernity. Culture, Modernity and Revolution is both a
remarkable sociological commentary on the problems facing East-Central Europe
and an exposition of some of the key, hitherto neglected, features of the modern
cultural universe.
A consumer history of Italy from unification in the 19th century to the present day,
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combining economic and cultural history with a vivid narrative style.
This book develops a philosophical analysis of economic reality and economic
science from an Aristotelian point of view. It is the result of many years of thinking
and philosophical study about these topics. It differs from other philosophy of
economics books as it also deals with economic reality (not only the science) and
approaches its subject from an Aristotelian perspective. It differs from other
Aristotelian studies about economics as it covers the whole of philosophy of the
economy. This book argues why Aristotle’s thinking guarantees an appropriate
interdisciplinary synthesis.
'Within the cacophony of voices trying to explain the recent financial crisis, Elena
Esposito's voice sounds clear and deep. Steering away from simplistic
condemnations and equally simplistic prescriptions for betterment, she connects
the very invention of derivatives to that eternal human hope – of controlling the
future. While the task is impossible, the attempts never stop, and the very
process of attempting it brings some consolation. And while derivatives can be
seen, claim sociologists of finance, as performative, that is shaping the future
they promise to control, even this is far from certain. Esposito's fascinating and
beautiful work is an important contribution to the sociology of finance, a
subdiscipline of sociology that took on itself an extremely important task of
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explaining how the finance markets really work.'– Barbara Czarniawska,
University of Gothenburg, Sweden'This is a brilliant and timely book that shows
how financing is centrally implicated in the very unpredictability and uncertainty it
purports to master. With the incisiveness characteristic of her style and writing,
Esposito reads economics in innovative ways that disclose the hidden premises
by which financial instruments trade and consume the prospects of the future.' –
Jannis Kallinikos, London School of Economics, UK'Elena Esposito's analysis of
financial markets and of their recent decline is radically different from the
analyses which can be found in economic journals or books. Financial operations
are reduced to their basic dimensions: time and money. Under this perspective,
what is sold on financial markets is the possibility for the creation of commitments
in the course of time, the possibility for the combination of these commitments
with one another, and the identification of chances for the achievement of profit
opportunities through the creation of specific combinations. The author argues
that the recent crisis of the financial system was caused by oversimplified visions
of the future and of risk leading to the consequence that options were not
available in the present because all possibilities had been used up by the future.
This oversimplified vision of the future imploded, and trust with it. The state tried
to reconstruct options for the future in order to open up new possibilities and
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chances for learning. The author does not deliver recipes on how to prevent
severe crises of the financial system in the future. Yet, her concept facilitates
understanding of how financial futures are opened up or closed and thus
provides insights into basic principles on whose basis future opportunities can be
kept open and trust can be maintained. Innovative reforms of the financial system
can only develop on the basis of unconventional analyses. Elena Esposito's book
contains an analysis of this kind.'– Alfred Kieser, Mannheim University,
Germany'Elena Esposito's book is a fundamental analysis of time in economics.
With economic rigour underpinned by sociological reasoning, she explains the
futures market more clearly than is possible with economic analysis alone.
Economic concepts are considered in terms of time – actors deal in the present
with future risks by transferring these risks to the present situation. As a result,
we get more options and more risks at the same time: at present. No equilibrium
will balance these trades because of the asymmetry of time: our actual decisions
deal with our imagination of the future, that is, with the future of the present, but
the results will be realized in the presence of the future – different modalities of
time. The book is a sound reflection on modelling time in economic theory, a
"must" for economists.'– Birger P. Priddat, Witten/Herdecke University,
Germany'The Future of Futures is an original and intellectually provocative book
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which forces the reader to think. Esposito's essay fulfils two rather different
functions. On the one hand, it brings new and persuasive arguments to bear
against the erroneous thesis that the present financial crisis is merely due to
human mistakes and to some specific government failures. On the other hand,
the book suggests that only by reconsidering the role of time in the economy is it
possible to make full sense of the crisis and to re-orient in a desired direction the
future movements of money. It is a well-known fact that traditional economics has
always adhered to a spatial conception of time, according to which time, like
space, is perfectly reversible. Whence its inability both to understand how
economies develop and to prescribe adequate policies. The author's proposal is
to move steps ahead in the direction of an analysis of an economy in time, where
both historical time and time as duration can find a place. Esposito's well-written,
jargon-free book will capture the attention of anyone seriously interested in the
future of our market systems.'– Stefano Zamagni, University of Bologna and
Johns Hopkins University, Bologna Center, Italy This book reconstructs the
dynamics of economics, beginning explicitly with the role and the relevance of
time: money uses the future in order to generate present wealth. Financial
markets sell and buy risk, thereby binding the future. Elena Esposito explains that
complex risk management techniques of structured finance produce new and
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uncontrolled risks because they use a simplified idea of the future, failing to
account for how the future reacts to attempts at controlling it. During the recent
financial crisis, the future had already been used (through securitizations,
derivatives and other tools) to the extent that we had many futures, but no open
future available.
Explains how all institutions have to turn their relationship with stakeholders into a 'social' one,
which involves designing new Trust and Engagement strategies. A specific indication on how
to build and measure value out of these strategies is offered by the innovative 'Value for
Engagement Model'.
Il lavoro è davvero la fonte del valore delle cose? In realtà, il termine “lavoro” designa un
processo che non è tanto semplice determinare: si possono commisurare lavoro fisico e lavoro
intellettuale? Forse il lavoro dell’impiegato è meno faticoso rispetto a quello del manovale, ma
spesso produce più valore grazie alla complessità dell’organizzazione sociale in cui
s’inserisce. Così pure il minimo movimento della mano di un pianista rispetto alle prodezze
fisiche di un saltimbanco. Il tentativo di parametrizzare il valore di ogni lavoro fallisce in
partenza: a seconda dell’attività e del soggetto, la capacità di concentrare quantità di lavoro
nella stessa unità di tempo varia immensamente. Da ultimo, il lavoro non si misura nemmeno
sulla base della sua quantità, bensì dell’utilità del suo risultato. Di fronte alla disarmonia
inevitabile tra l’ideale di eguaglianza e la massimizzazione delle prestazioni lavorative, il
socialismo ha solo due strade: appiattire i bisogni o innalzare la cultura.
This book traces the major stages in the evolution of the sociological concept of marginality,
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highlighting in particular the contribution made by Gino Germani. Its purpose is to analyse,
starting with the sociological theory of the early 1960s, the progressive maturation of the
scientific status of the concept of marginality, and to test the theoretical premise that gave rise
to Germani's theory of marginality.The author begins by examining the contribution of the
Chicago School. He explores the complex relationship between the theory of marginality and
modernization by analysing North American theses and the criticisms mainly generated in Latin
America. The goal is to reconstruct Germani's theoretical model of marginality, addressing its
application to contemporary social and economic conditions.Giardiello's analysis is intertwined
with two themes that are central to Germani's thought about marginality. The first concerns the
origin of the concept of social exclusion within sociological thought. The second shows how
marginality is clearly a phenomenology connected to the contradictions of modernity.
Germani's paradigm of marginality enables the social scientist to resolve the contradictions
between the analytical perspectives that deal with marginality in an objective way and the one
that observes it subjectively.
'This is a timely book. Being on modern theories of money - essentially the study of traditions
of endogenous money - it is a welcome contribution to current thinking on monetary policy. The
modern central bank view on money is that the rate of interest should be manipulated by
central banks to achieve an inflation target with the money supply being the "residual".
Although money is in effect endogenous, there is no theory that explains its behaviour. Modern
Theories of Money is a serious attempt to sharpen existing views on the issue and fill gaps in
an admirable manner.' - Philip Arestis, University of Cambridge, UK and Levy Economics
Institute, US This book unites diverse heterodox traditions in the study of endogenous money Page 11/16
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which until now have been confined to their own academic quarters - and explores their
similarities and differences from both sides of the Atlantic. Bringing together perspectives from
post-Keynesians, Circuitists and the Dijon School, the book continues the tradition of Keynes's
and Kalecki's analysis of a monetary production economy, emphasising the similarities
between the various approaches, and expanding the analytical breadth of the theory of
endogenous money. The authors open new avenues for monetary research in order to fuel a
renewed interest in the nature and role of money in capitalist economies, which is, the authors
argue, one of the most controversial, and therefore fascinating, areas of economics.
Il testo più famoso di uno dei padri della sociologia. Un'opera che non può essere pensata
senza Il Capitale di Marx e diversissima da quella: tutti gli aspetti sociologici del denaro e dello
scambio per mezzo del denaro.Seconda edizione, ePub aggiornato e corretto.
Unlike the many magazines that revolve around the architectural world, Ardeth concerns
neither with outcomes (architecture) nor with the authors (architects). Ardeth concerns instead
with their operational work, i.e. projects. The shift from subjects (their good intentions, as
taught in Universities and reclaimed in the profession) to objects (the products of design, at
work within the social system that contains them) engenders an analytical and falsifiable
elaboration of the complex mechanisms that an open practice such as design involves.
Through a process of disciplinary redefinition, Ardeth explores the falsifiability of design
hypotheses as the object that allows the project to scientifically confront errors and
approximations.
This revised edition of the first complete translation of the seminal work 'Die Philosophie des
Geldes' by Georg Simmel includes a new preface by David Frisby.
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The 2008 economic crisis called into question the sustainability of the individualistic consumer
society. However, for better or for worse, this long-term crisis represents an opportunity for the
creation of a new model of growth to reform capitalism, structurally as well as culturally. As a
contribution to this debate, Social Generativity offers a much-needed and original conceptual
synthesis, within a unique anthropological focus on the forms of selfhood sustained by the
historical and economic conditions of the present day. Encompassing four years of
interdisciplinary empirical research based primarily on a sample of social groups, organizations
and firms in Italy, this volume redefines the notion of "Social Generativity" from its
pyschological origin (as formulated by Erik Erikson) to that of a social action that can be
implemented during daily life and in different spheres of existence. A critical analysis of
contemporary capitalism, this volume will appeal to postgraduate students and policy makers
interested in fields such as Organisational Studies, Anthropological Theory, Social Change,
Economic Sociology, Public Affairs and Business Ethics.
In this book philosophers try to answer the following question: What is globalization and what
does "globe" or "world" (monde) signify? Rémi Brague returns to the Greek idea of the cosmos
in order to track the worldhood (mondanéité) of the world, that is, the process by which the
idea of the world is formed. Don Ihde shows how a world has developed, in which technologies
are no longer considered neutral means serving the ends of human action, but become the
very means by which people exist in the world. Vittorio Mathieu describes the economical
world at two levels – that of the individual and that of society. Tomonobu Imamichi analyses the
capacity of aesthetic experience to disclose a world other than the world of technological
efficiency. Francisco Miró Quesada C. emphasises that the great political questions are not
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solvable without worldviews that express value systems. David Rasmussen describes sensus
communis as a cosmopolitan concept, which founds a political globalization of the world. And
Peter Kemp attempts to grasp the meaning of that globalization upon which the destiny of our
planet depends.
Originally published in 1992, this book, written by one of the world's leading experts on
Simmel, provides a fascinating set of insights into a thinker who is fast becoming recognized
as the sociologist of modernity; an indispensible resource in confronting post-modernity. It
examines the relevance of his work in relation to contemporary debates on culture, aesthetics
and modernity.
This book examines the role and the meaning of collecting in the fiction of Henry James.
Emerging as a refined consumerist practice at the end of the nineteenth century, collecting not
only set new rules for appreciating art, but also helped to shape the aesthetic tenets of major
literary movements such as naturalism and aestheticism. Although he befriended some of the
greatest collectors of the age, in his narrative works James maintained a sceptical, if not
openly critical, position towards collecting and its effects on appreciation. Likewise, he became
increasingly reluctant to follow the fashionable trend of classifying and displaying art objects in
the literary text, resorting to more complex forms of representation. Drawing from classic and
contemporary aesthetics, as well as from sociology and material culture, this book fills a gap in
Jamesian criticism, explaining how and why James's aversion towards collecting was central to
the development of his fiction from the beginning of his career to the so-called major phase.
This volume offers a new theoretical approach to the analysis of the law/revenge binary, and
attempts to dismantle the common idea of revenge as lacking any legal, moral or rational
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dimension. In contrast, the book puts forward a model of a complex system of justice—which it
terms 'vindicatory'—wherein vendetta constitutes an authorized action, the core of which does
not (just) lie in vengeance but also in settlement procedures for peace—or 'composition.' The
first part of the book ("Vindicatory Justice: Conceptual Analyses and Forerunners") seeks to
identify the nature of vindicatory justice and to shed light on the structure of so-called
vindicatory systems. In turn, the second part ("Mapping Vindicatory Justice") illustrates, using
examples gathered from a range of sociolegal contexts, the dynamic relationship between
composition and authorized revenge in vindicatory systems. Taken as a whole, the volume
shows that applying a longue durée historical perspective to the study of revenge systems
allows us to clearly recognize composition and authorized revenge as features of the same
legal system, even though one of them may seem predominant (or more eye-catching) than
the other in certain cultural settings.
"Il fatto è che il denaro, nella sua estrema essenza, è futuro, proiezione nel futuro,
rappresentazione del futuro, immaginazione del futuro, aspettativa nel futuro. E noi ne
abbiamo immesso nel sistema una quantità così colossale, immaginaria da ipotecare questo
futuro fino a epoche così sideralmente lontane da renderlo di fatto inesistente. E questo futuro
orgiastico, che ci viene continuamente fatto balenare come la Terra Promessa, arretra
costantemente davanti ai nostri occhi con la stessa inesorabilità dell’orizzonte davanti a chi,
correndo a pazza corsa, abbia la pretesa di raggiungerlo. Questo scherzetto atroce va avanti
da troppo tempo per poter durare ancora a lungo. Dieci anni fa concludevo così il mio libro: in
ogni caso questo futuro inesistente «dilatato a dimensioni mostruose dalla nostra fantasia e
dalla nostra follia, un giorno ci ricadrà addosso come drammatico presente. Quel giorno il
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denaro non ci sarà più. Perché non avremo più futuro, nemmeno da immaginare. Ce lo saremo
divorato»."
This book analyzes the impacts on peoples’ lives of the largest antipoverty social program in
the world: the Brazilian Bolsa Família Program. Created by the government of former Brazilian
president Luiz Inácio Lula da Silva, Bolsa Família has been for a time the largest conditional
cash transfer program in the world, serving more than 50 million Brazilians who had a monthly
per capita income of less than USD 50. The program is regarded as one of the key factors
behind the significant poverty reduction Brazil experienced during the first decade of the 21st
century. Bolsa Família is neither a credit scheme nor a loan. It is a program of civic inclusion: it
aims to help citizens meet their most basic needs and sometimes just to survive. Its goal is to
create citizenship, not to merely train the entrepreneurial spirit. Having this in mind, the authors
of this book spent five years (2006-2011) interviewing more than 150 women registered in the
program to see how the cash transfers impacted their everyday lives. The authors concluded
that the program produces significant social impacts in the beneficiaries’ lives by increasing
their levels of moral, economic and political autonomy, promoting citizenship. Money,
Autonomy and Citizenship - The Experience of the Brazilian Bolsa Família will be of interest to
both academic researchers and public agents involved with the study, development and
implementation of public policies aimed at reducing poverty and promoting social justice.
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